
People treating dogs like celebrities!

Many people treat their dogs like 
celebrities here are some. There is a New 
York City doggies and tiaras pageant. 
There is also a veterinarian’s office that 
will transport your furry little friend in 
a stretch limo.

Twenty years ago

Would you have expected twenty years 
ago to have seen a puppy or a dog or a 
kitten or a cat in a stroller?  What about 
having his/her own ball gow? How 
about a pup worth 12 million dollars!?!  
In the last 20 years, the amount of 
money people spend on their dogs in the 
Unites States has skyrocketed.  In 2012, 
AMerican’s spent over 
$54,000, 000 on their pets.

Leona Helmsley! 

Leona Helmsley, the queen of mean, 
gave all of her money to her lapdog 
trouble. Later on, trouble became the 
worlds richest lap dog. Later on trouble 
passed away at the age of twelve, 
leaving behind a fortune of $12 million 
dollars!

More celebrities
Paris Hilton has a kinkajou named Luv. As  
she posses with Luv, think about how he 
is treated at home. Gourmet dinners, 
closets full of clothes a room of his 
own and much more!  Paris also has a 
pampered chicken. Paris liked her 
chicken so much that she moved to a 
chicken farm!

The amount we spend on our dogs!
In 2013 we spent exactly$55.53 billion 
dollars on our pets.
On food we spent:$21.26 billion
Supplies/otc medicine :   $13.21 billion

Vet care:$14.21 billion
Live animal purchases:$2.31 billion
Pet services:grooming &boarding:$4.54 
billion
                              

Do they really Need all this stuff?
Lots of people question weather dogs 
really need clothes or speciality items 
to live happy lives. Do celebrities and 
other wealthy Americans really need to 
spend so much time and money on their 
pets? WHo knows?  But one thing is true; 
Americans really do love their dogs like 
their children.
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Spoiled pups
Have you ever seen a dog in 
a stroller? Have you ever 
seen a dog with a gourmet 
dinner? I bet you have. You 
have probably also seen 
dogs walking down a red 
carpet or down a runway in 
outfits.


